Thank You For
Signing Up To The
Calm Sleep Workshop

I can’t wait to share with you so much knowledge
and practical tools to help your family sleep
better.
Until we meet, I wanted to share with you some
ideas of what is normal and some simple
solutions, many of which we will cover in depth
in the workshop.
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Hi I’m Karina, I’m a holistic sleep coach, founder of Calm Sleep, a
newborn behavior specialist and an antenatal educator.
My background is in Biological Sciences, where I worked with
primates in the wild and became interested in parent- infant
relationships. I have since moved on and have been supporting new
parents and parents-to-be for the last 15 years.
I am a professional member of the Holistic sleep program where I
trained under the amazing Lyndsey Hoockway. The program is
particularly evidence based and therefore has a strong attachment
ethos. This means you are getting an approach that is child focused
and relationship focused that directly benefits your family.
I am so excited to be able to share this knowledge and experience
with you and I can’t wait to hear how you get on with the tips I’m
going to give you.
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Knowledge is POWER!
Understanding how sleep works and what is ‘normal’ is very important as it
will help you adjust your sleep expectations to what your babies can do at the
time. And understanding what they can do at different ages will then let you
focus on what you can do to optimize sleep in a respectful and sensitive way.
Sleep is affected by so many elements: environmental, physiological,
relational, developmental and being able to adapt and change as your baby
grows and their needs change is key.
But just understanding and having knowledge does not improve sleep. Action
is needed if you are looking into making a change to your sleep situation.
Therefore having some tools and strategies to support your baby as they
grow and develop is the way to move towards your goals (it’s also totally ok if
your goal is to go with the flow - then just the knowledge will be perfect)
We are going to talk about many of these topics during our workshop but to
get you started, here are some things you can do today:
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What you can do to help
Temperature: consider using a sleeping bag and socks later into the night.
This will help your baby feel cosy all night long.
Hunger: if they are hungry, they need eating. As your baby grows you can
encourage higher milk and food intake during the day.
Light: Consider blackout blinds in the room where your baby sleeps,
especially in the summer months or if you have street lights or passing
traffic.
Noise: Sharp noises or total silence can wake your baby up. Try having
some white or pink noise as your baby falls asleep and for more sensitive
babies, the whole night.

So what is normal and what can you do at each age?
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0 - 6 months
What is normal?
Waking up at night for feeding
Waking up at night generally - it is normal for babies at this age to wake
1 - 6 times per night and to need help to fall back to sleep.
Some babies start having a longer stretch of sleep at around 3 months,
but don’t worry if your baby doesn’t yet.
From 4 to 6 month, there is a lot of new skills and development
happening for your baby and it is normal for sleep to be more tricky for a
while (the first ‘sleep regression’)
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What can you do?
First priority, especially in the very early weeks and months, is to make
sure feeding is happening smoothly and plentifully - reach out for support
if you need
Get to know your baby - their likes, dislikes, strengths and sensitivities
In the very early weeks, try using a firm swaddle (but wean them off it by
3 months)
Try using white noise to buffer background noises and at the same time
make the environment not too silent.
From 3 month, start a simple and quick bedtime routine that lasts no
longer than 15 minutes. By 6 months it will be lasting around 30 min.
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6 - 12 months

What is normal?
Waking and feeding in the night is still very common
Most babies are sleeping at least one longer stretch of sleep (usually in
the beginning of the night)
Yet again babies are hitting some big developmental changes including
crawling and separation anxiety. Sleep is likely to go through a wobble.

What can you do?
Have a good and consistent bedtime routine that works to calm, contain
and connect with your baby.
Help your baby sleep during the day (naps!). Look into the distribution of
sleep so your baby is not too tired throughout the day but is tired enough
at night
You can try pink noise instead of white noise, this may deepen their sleep.
Introduce other ways to help your baby fall asleep in addition to feeding
to sleep
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12 - 18 months
What is normal?
Many older babies are still waking once or even twice in the night
Separation anxiety is at its peak by 18 months
Some children are dropping to one nap at the end of this age bracket
They want independence but at the same time don’t want to be a
separate person from you
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What can you do?
You may need to reassess their sleep needs in the day and during the
night, but be careful not to drop that nap too early
Adjust the bedtime routine for a young toddler
Focus on ‘filling their love cup’ during the day
Up the amount of physical activity and ‘big body play’ during the day
Work on communicating the sleep expectations through play and books

In our workshop we will cover so much of the background knowledge to help
you understand the points above and of course we will also see many practical
tools and tips as well. Because just knowledge and no action doesn’t change
your sleep situation!
I can’t wait to get started!
In the meantime, if you feel fired up and want to start NOW, here is a link to
my ‘Bedtime routine Masterclass - beyond bath, book & bed’ where I share with
you how to put together a bedtime routine that works for you and your baby.
50 minutes packed full of information for a bargain £7

CLICK HERE TO OPEN THE LINK
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